
Standardized voltage settings
For better resolution and experimental reproducibility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks for coming to the breakout on standardized voltage settings! I will give a short talk and then we will open up for questions and/or discussion.



Why standardized settings are needed?
Lack of reproducibility in science

Baker, M. 1,500 scientists lift the lid on reproducibility. Nature 533, 452–454 (2016).
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Why is this a discussion worth having? At nearly every scientific meeting, someone is talking about the lack of reproducibility and this one is no different. Many of you have probably seen this study in Nature: most scientists have failed to reproduce an experimental result, and the overwhelming majority agree that reproducibility is at least somewhat of a problem. 



What is responsible for irreproducible findings 
in cytometry experiments?

Statistics Sample size, significance cutoffs

Reagents Lot-to-lot variability, titration, specificity, 
reagent interactions

Instruments Detector settings, optical filters, 
compensation, fluidic instability

Humans Operator-to-operator inconsistency

Analysis Data cleanup, manual gating vs computational 
approach
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For cytometry experiments specifically, let’s talk about why a result might not be reproducible. There are many places where a seemingly minor difference can change the conclusion from a given experiment. Each of these could be its own discussion so today we will focus on the instruments category, specifically detector settings. 



Different approaches to setting voltages

By eye QC Copy from 
template

Matching target 
MFIs

Fast? - +++ +++ ++

Reproducible? - +++ + +++

Best separation? ? + ? +++
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What is the best method to optimize the detector settings for a multicolor flow experiment? There are 3 factors:You don’t want to spend 15 minutes messing around with voltages every time you need to run flow samples. It needs to be fast.It should give you reproducible experimental results for the reasons we just discussed.It should give you the best possible separations between stained populations in your sample.On this slide I summarized the methods most people use to set voltages. “By eye” means adjusting voltages manually by looking at the single stained controls. Anyone who has ever done a panel with more than ~4 colors knows this is very slow! It is also one of the primary culprits for non-reproducible experiments as a) it’s subjective and b) not everyone is trying to achieve the same thing when adjusting by eye. Negative in first decade? Primary detector must be the brightest? Just trying to make sure everything is on scale? These will all sometimes produce wildly different looking data. For the same reason, it doesn’t necessarily give you the best separation.Using QC settings is very fast because those are the default voltages when creating a new experiment. It is also very reproducible because the core runs QC every day and the default settings will adjust for minor day-to-day drift. The problem is the QC settings will only give you the best separation for looking at QC beads…which probably aren’t very similar to your cells. Even if you use the “eye” method most people don’t do it every single time and rather copy settings from a prior experiment, either by using an experiment template or “duplicate without data.” This is fast, but not as reproducible as you might think. The reason is that flow cytometers are very sensitive instruments and things like slight changes in temperature, pressure, laser output…all make a measurable difference. The exact same particles run at the exact same voltages will look slightly different every day. On BD instruments, the spec is such that the voltage required to obtain the specified MFI value can change by +/- 50 V from the baseline and still “pass” QC. Think of how much a difference of 100 V makes in your data. Obviously, the separation will only be as good as it was when the template was originally saved. My goal for this session is to convince you that a fourth method, matching target MFI values, is superior. This takes more time than simply loading a template, but only a few minutes. It is highly reproducible since it takes day-to-day instrument drift into account. The target MFI values are determined based on stained cells so you know you are getting the best separation. 



How standardized settings are determined
For each fluorescence detector: record cells stained with an 
appropriate anti-CD4 conjugate over range of PMT voltages
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Here’s how it works. We will eventually standardize all our instruments but I’m showing the results from the FACSAria Fusion in the core as a proof of concept. For each fluorescence detector, we stained human PBMCs with an anti-CD4 antibody labeled with a fluor appropriate for that detector and recorded data over a wide range of PMT voltages. This is what it looks like for the PerCP-Cy5.5 single stain. Notice that the MFI of the positive cells continues to increase with voltage but after a certain point the autofluorescence background of the negative cells also starts to increase and spread out. We are looking for the sweet spot where positive is as bright as possible but before the background starts to increase. 



How standardized settings are determined
Calculate stain index and plot SI vs voltage. Determine EC90 
voltage. 

EC90
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Of course we don’t want to just determine this by eye! The stain index is a simple calculation that measures the separation between positive and negative cells so that’s what we want to optimize. We calculated the stain index for every sample recorded, plotted SI vs voltage, and fit the data with the “four parm logistic” model in FCS express. Once the plateau is reached, any further increase in voltage just spreads out the negative cells and doesn’t increase separation. We took the EC90 of this curve as the optimal setting for each detector. 



Standardized settings don’t depend on the cell 
type or the actual fluorochrome used

Jones, DD, et. al., U Penn Flow Cytometry & Cell Sorting Resource Laboratory
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What if the optimal voltage was determined for FITC on lymphocytes but I’m using alexa 488 on a different type of cell? This figure was published by the U Penn flow core in the paper I adapted this method from. On the left, three different cell types stained with the same fluorochrome have almost identical EC90 voltage. On the right, two different fluors which both use the same detector have almost identical EC90 (once normalized since BB700 is much brighter than PerCP-Cy5.5).



MFI values should stay consistent, not voltages

• Beads were recorded with the EC90 voltages to obtain “target” MFI values
• Before each experiment, the same beads will be run and voltage adjusted to 

obtain the same MFI value
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Now we have optimal voltage settings to give the best separation…how do we make them fast and reproducible to use on a daily basis? The key is the MFI values of a known reference standard should remain constant over time, not necessarily the voltages. Rainbow beads, which fluoresce across the visible spectrum and are very stable in suspension, were recorded at the optimal voltages on the same day as the CD4 single stains and the MFIs of the beads become the “target” MFI values. The idea is the same beads will be run with each experiment and the voltages adjusted to match the target MFI.



How to use standardized settings
1. Create new experiment using the “RFCC new experiment” template
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This is how it would work. When starting an experiment, use the RFCC new experiment template. It will have two global worksheets, the standard blank one that you will create your plots and gates for analysis on, and a second one that looks like this.The voltage settings in the template have good FSC and SSC settings for the reference beads and for each fluorescence parameter, a histogram and a statistic window showing the median. The number in bold next to the median is the target MFI value. 



How to use standardized settings
2. Delete unwanted parameters
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Delete the parameters you will not use in this experiment. 



How to use standardized settings
3. Run beads and adjust voltage to match target MFI
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Acquire the reference beads. Unfortunately, we do not have a single peak bead that was on scale for every detector so we used 8-peak beads and gated one of the peaks. The histogram gates indicate which peak it should be. Then adjust the voltage for each parameter until the live median value matches the target.As a caveat: for the UV laser the CD4 single stains were BUV395 and BUV737, so for the indicated target MFIs to be valid the filters must be changed to the BUV395/737 configuration. 



How to use standardized settings
4. Create compensation controls and look at full stain:

– Adjust FSC and SSC voltage for your cells
– Confirm all populations are on scale
– Only adjust voltage to get positive events on scale!

5. Record controls and calculate compensation as usual
6. Load analysis template to apply plots and gates from previous experiment
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From here, you would proceed with your experiment the same way you typically would. Run your stained cells before recording compensation controls as matching the target MFI does not guarantee your positive events will always be on scale! Might still need to turn down for very bright signals (esp fluorescent proteins and viability dyes).There is a way to copy the plots and gates from a prior experiment without copying the voltages or comp matrix by applying an analysis template (not the same as experiment template).



Benefits to using standardized settings
• Best resolution
• Experimental rigor and reproducibility

– Easier to compare data over time with fewer batch effects
– Confidence that any change you see is biological
– What if a reviewer asks how you set the voltages?

• Can quantify how Fortessa 2 is different from Fortessa 3 
• Instrument specific information to aid in panel design

– Fluorochrome brightness
– Spread matrix



Instrument specific fluorochrome brightness
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Use for primary antigens to decrease 
spread: CD45, CD4, CD8, etc

Use for critical tertiary antigens 
where resolution is most important



FITC        
530/30

PerCP-Cy5-5 
710/50

BV421      
450/50

BV510     
525/50

BV605    
610/20

BV650    
670/30

BV711     
710/50

BV786    
780/60

PE           
586/15

PE-CF594   
610/20

PE-Cy5  
670/30

PE-Cy5-5  
710/50

PE-Cy7  
780/60

APC        
670/30

APC-Alexa 700 
710/50

APC-Cy7  
780/60

BUV396 
378/29

BUV737 
740/35

FITC 34.8 16.3 17.4 14.7 14.1 16.8 17.9 11.9 11.9 26.6 25 13.6 18.5 35.9 13.6 21.2 11.4

PerCP-Cy5.5 14.1 16.8 16.3 14.7 27.7 45.6 41.3 11.4 11.9 47.8 48.9 31.5 53.8 113 25 21.7 23.4

BV421 15.2 29.9 20.7 16.8 14.7 16.8 17.9 11.9 13 27.2 25 14.1 19 36.9 14.1 22.3 11.4

BV510 15.8 34.2 17.9 46.2 39.7 35.3 32 20.1 22.8 27.2 25 13.6 28.2 58.2 14.1 21.2 17.4

BV605 14.7 72.3 18.5 17.4 77.2 71.2 56.5 66.3 76.7 88.1 52.2 31.5 52.7 106 14.7 21.2 28.2

BV650 15.2 68 19.6 17.4 48.4 94.7 70.7 22.3 29.9 84.8 50 28.8 108 180 26.6 22.3 33.7

BV711 15.2 144 21.7 16.3 15.7 33.7 137 11.9 11.9 45.1 61.4 49.4 62.5 365 64.7 22.3 63

BV786 14.7 35.9 25.5 17.4 15.2 16.8 30.4 11.9 11.9 27.7 25.5 33.1 22.8 62 38 21.7 28.2

PE 16.8 107 16.3 16.9 36.4 28.8 29.3 21.2 109 99.6 54.9 28.8 32 48.9 14.1 21.7 14.7

PE-CF594 14.7 201 16.8 16.3 45.6 39.7 45.1 27.2 79.4 177 99.6 59.8 47.8 69.6 15.2 21.7 18.5

PE-Cy5 15.2 694 20.1 16.9 23.4 76.7 131 51.1 33.1 26.6 237 137 267 321 52.7 22.8 42.4

NY700 15.2 286 16.8 16.9 15.7 33.1 60.3 23.9 50.5 37.5 212 89.2 212 802 86 21.7 22.8

PE-Cy7 15.2 58.7 17.9 15.8 14.1 14.7 20.1 82.7 28.8 20.6 33.7 35.8 20.6 44 38.6 21.7 22.8

APC 15.2 84.3 15.8 16.3 15.2 30.4 33.7 27.2 11.9 15.2 146 62 40.7 244 41.8 21.7 25

Alexa 700 15.2 42.9 16.8 16.3 13.6 13.6 27.2 28.2 11.4 11.9 32.6 41.3 33.7 31.5 41.8 21.2 22.3

APC-Cy7 14.7 35.9 16.8 16.3 13.6 14.7 18.5 45.6 11.4 11.9 42.9 29.3 90.3 53.2 77.2 21.2 18.5

BUV395 15.2 29.9 16.3 16.9 13.6 13 16.3 17.4 11.4 11.9 26.6 23.9 14.1 17.9 36.4 13.6 11.4

BUV737 15.2 166 17.9 16.9 14.1 22.8 49.4 60.9 11.9 11.9 31.5 52.2 50 33.1 238 68.5 22.8

FMOFMO Full stain Full stain

Staining 
with this 
dye…

…will increase spread of this parameter

Instrument specific spread matrix



Future goals
• Measure CD4 single stains and generate target MFIs for the following RFCC 

instruments
– Fusion (done) and AriaII
– FACSymphony S6 (coming soon)
– Bigfoot
– MA900
– All 3 Fortessas

• Publish instrument specific spread matrix and fluorochrome brightness 
ranking on RFCC website
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